
 
 

Software developer 
Lendino is Denmark’s first crowdfunding platform for company loans. We have created a 
“crowdfunding platform as a service” (CPaaS) system that makes it fast and easy for 
organizations to get their own crowdfunding platform. The solution is called Smallbrooks, 
and our ambition is that Smallbrooks becomes the global standard for crowdfunding 
platforms. In order to achieve that, we need your help!  

The job 

You will be part of the continued development of Smallbrooks and will be involved in all 
stages of development: from discussing new features and architectural design to 
development, test, deployment and support.  

The technologies/concepts we use regularly include (but are not limited to): 

● Java, Scala, Javascript 
● Play! Framework, Akka, ReactJS 
● GraphQL, event-sourcing, actor model 
● PostgreSQL, MongoDB 
● Jenkins, Heroku, AWS  

While experience in any of these is a plus, we don’t require it. We are looking for generalists 
and value general problem-solving skills. The only thing you should bring is curiosity and 
eagerness to learn. 

Your profile 

We expect that you have 

● several years of practical experience with software development; 
● excellent problem solving and analytical skills; 
● strong communication skills in English; 
● a good sense of humor and the ability to thrive in the sometimes chaotic 

environment of a start-up. 

In addition, it would strengthen your application if you 

● have experience with JVM languages (Java, Scala, etc.); 
● have experience with (or interest in) functional and reactive programming; 



 
 

● have experience with (or interest in) optimizing systems for concurrency and 
scalability; 

● are familiar with domain-driven design, event sourcing and/or the actor model. 

The company 

Lendino has been in operation for about five years, but the Smallbrooks solution has only 
existed for about a year. Although you will formally be employed by Lendino, you will see 
Lendino as one of many customers using the Smallbrooks solution.  

In a sense, the Smallbrooks team is a company within the company, and you will take part in 
forming the Smallbrooks culture.  There are 10 employees in Lendino and about half of 
them work with Smallbrooks. There is no extended hierarchy, and your opinion is just as 
valuable as that of anyone else.  

By working for us, you become part of the ongoing revolution in FinTech where large, old 
corporations are being challenged by small, agile players that are able to use technology to 
leverage the crowd and scale their business. We are convinced, that our efforts contribute 
to creating a financial system that is more transparent and sustainable.  

Interested? 

Apply through LinkedIn or send your application containing cover letter, CV and relevant 
documents to apply@smallbrooks.com. If you are a newly graduate, please also submit 
your transcript with grades. 

Interviews will be held continuously until a suitable candidate has been found. If you have 
any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us: 

Lendino 
Applebys Plads 7 
1411 København K 
(+45) 42 90 19 29 
apply@smallbrooks.com 
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